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Formatting and Printing (PC/Windows Excel): Cleaning Up Data 

Welcome back to our set of lessons on text manipulation in the PC or Windows version of Excel. 

This is just a continuation of what we went over last time with some of the key functions like 

SUBSTITUTE, TEXTJOIN, TEXT, TEXT TO COLUMNS, LEFT, RIGHT, MID and so on and so forth. 

This time, you will learn how to use these functions to clean up data and actually fix data that is 

in a file instead of just combining it or separating it into columns or instead of just modifying 

the phone numbers; how to actually fix the address data. 

You can see all the notes from last time right here under most useful functions and operators 

and moderately useful functions and operators, but this entire lesson is actually an exercise. 

What I want you to do here is to go to this column with address, city, state, and zip and pull all 

this data out into separate columns. So, there should be one column for the street address, one 

column for the city, one column for the state, and one column for the zip code, also known as 

the postal code. 

[01:01] 

So, there should be these four columns. Now that's the easy part. The hard part is that you also 

have to make sure the capitalization and formatting are correct. So, for example, the street 

name should both be capitalized, the city name or words in the name should all be capitalized, 

the state abbreviation should all be an upper case, and the zip code should always have five 

digits even if there are two zeros in front, you want to maintain those two zeros in front in 

Excel. 

That is the task here. I have a few hints for you at the bottom here. One hint is that you should 

be using a special format for the zip code or the postal code. For many of the others, the 

PROPER function will work pretty well. You will run into some problems with terms like NE for 

northeast or SE for southeast, where everything should be capitalized, not just the first letter. 

But think about how you might fix that. Think about how you might detect those and find them 

and replace them with something more appropriate. 

[02:00]  

So, pause this video now, try to complete this exercise yourself, and then when you're done, 

un-pause it, and we will walk through this together. Okay, so let's go through this. The first 

thing I'm going to do here is just add some columns to give us some extra space. So, Ctrl + 
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Spacebar, Alt, I, C a few times. And let's change these column widths too. So, Alt, O, C, W and 

let's make the width 10 to start with. 

So, we have all the address data together, I will select it all with Shift + Ctrl + Down Arrow Key 

and then Alt, A, E, for text to column. We want delimited because this is all separated by 

commas, all the data here. So, we'll select comma right here and then we'll go to next. And 

then Excel is asking us where we want to paste this in. So, I'm going to select cell F3 right here 

which is right next to our original data. And then I will click finish. So, we have that. 

[02:56]  

We can now delete this original data because you don't really need it. And I'm going to do is 

take all of this and press Shift + Ctrl + Down Arrow Key, Right Arrow Key, Ctrl + X to cut and then 

Ctrl + V to paste it right here. We can also change the titles at the top. So, I'll press F2 to go into 

edit the cell, Shift + Ctrl + Left Arrow Key to select all these words and I can just press the delete 

key. Then I can call it this column, city, state, and then zip. 

Let's start by fixing the easy ones first, so the city, state, and zip. For the zip codes, the problem 

is simply that they're not in the right format. If you go to Ctrl + 1 you can see that these are in 

the General format. So, if we just select everything with Shift + Ctrl + Down Arrow Key, go to 

Ctrl + 1 and then under category, we select Special and then we select Zip Code right here, now 

we get those leading zeros right in front, so we have that. 

Now the states and cities are also fairly simple to fix. But one hitch is that if you go in and press 

F2, you can see that we have an extra space in the beginning, which is not ideal, maybe not the 

end of the world, but we don't like to have extra spaces unless they're absolutely necessary for 

some reason. 

[04:06] 

We don't have those extra spaces in the address field, but we do have them in the city and 

state. So, to fix that, we will use the TRIM function right here and for the city, we need to make 

everything here the proper case. So, I'm going to use PROPER and then I'll use the TRIM 

function. So, I'm surrounding everything in the city with this PROPER and TRIM function. 

The TRIM function will move the space in the very beginning, and then the PROPER function will 

capitalize each word in the city name. So, we have that. And then for the state, we can do 

something similar. We can take the TRIM function first or the UPPER function first rather that 
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will capitalize everything. And then we'll use a TRIM function to get rid of that space in the 

beginning and we'll close out both of those. 

[04:51] 

Let's take those, Ctrl + C, Ctrl + Down Arrow Key to move to the bottom, Shift + Arrow Key and 

then Ctrl + Shift + Up to move to the top and then Alt, E, S, F to paste these as formulas. So, we 

have that. And just scrolling through this, it looks like at first glance everything here was copied 

through correctly. 

So, now I will copy and paste these as values, Shift + Ctrl + Down Arrow Key, Right Arrow Key, 

Ctrl + C, Alt, E, S, V to paste these as values. And then I will copy or cut and paste these over the 

old data right here so we don't have that anymore. So, Shift + Ctrl + Down Arrow Key, Right 

Arrow Key, Ctrl + X to cut and then Ctrl + V to paste right there. 

To fix the column widths now, I can just press Shift + Ctrl + Down Arrow Key, Right Arrow Key a 

few times and then Alt, O, C, A, and so we have that. 

Now to fix the address data here, it's also fairly straightforward. At a basic level, we're going to 

use the PROPER function once again. So, I can just enter PROPER. 

[05:58] 

We don't need to enter TRIM this time because we don't appear to have extra spaces at the 

beginning or the end of this. So, I'll just enter the PROPER function. 

We have that Ctrl + C, Ctrl + Down Arrow Key and then Shift + Ctrl + Up Arrow Key, Alt, E, S, F to 

paste these as formulas. And it looks like this is pretty good overall, so let's copy and paste this 

as values. Shift + Ctrl + Down Arrow Key, Ctrl + C, Alt, E, S, V and then Ctrl + X to cut this and Ctrl 

+ V to paste this. 

So, it looks like we're in pretty good shape here, but if you scroll down and actually take a closer 

look at some of this data, you can see a few small problems. For example, right here in row 49 

it's 766 Se Goose. The Se here stands for southeast, and the convention is that you capitalize 

everything there. 

And if you keep going, you will see other problems like that. If it's just one letter, like S for 

south, that's okay, or W for west, that's okay, but anything with two letters, so SE, SW, NW, NE, 

you see it for the NW right here, that is problematic. 
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[07:07] 

There are a couple of ways that we could fix this. We could write some type of complicated IF 

statement that checks for different conditions, or we could try to use the SUBSTITUE function. 

And for example, we could try to take this text and then search for something like space and 

Nw space and then we could substitute in space NW with both letters capitalized, another 

space and end it like that. So, that would be one solution. But in this case, I would suggest that 

rather than writing multiple formulas like this, the easiest solution without doing something 

more complicated feature-wise is just to select everything here. Shift + Ctrl + Down Arrow Key, 

Ctrl + H to replace and then search for Sw, the S capitalized, w in lowercase, and then put 

another space at the end and then replace it with just a shift to all caps. 

[08:00]  

Let's hit “Find Next” and let's do a replace there. Replace, replace, replace. We don't really 

need to do it this way. I'm just being a little bit cautious because we haven't run this function 

before but we can see that it appeared to replace everything here correctly. 

Then we could do the same thing with NW, northwest. And for this one, I am just going to hit 

replace all, and we have 14 replacements, and then we could do the same thing with the east 

directions. So, southeast, and I'll just say replace all and then we'll do the same thing for 

northeast and then replace all. And if you want too, you can certainly go through this data and 

check very quickly to make sure it worked properly. I'm just doing a quick spot check right now 

but it seems to have done so. 

[08:50] 

So, this just illustrates that text functions are great for a lot of things, as you just saw, but 

sometimes a good-old find and replace will work equally as well. Maybe this won't handle 

every single case; it's not exactly robust, but for quick analysis and fixing of data, it worked 

fine. 

Let's now go in and fix the column width for the address and I can also change this to street 

address. So, F2 and I just use the Ctrl + Arrow Keys to move over. So, that street address, Shift + 

Ctrl + Down Arrow Key, Alt, O, C, A. And then let's go over and delete these columns. So, Ctrl + 

Spacebar, Shift + Right Arrow Key three times, Alt, E, D to delete them and so we have that. 

I don't really have a recap and summary for this lesson, but in short, we use the Text to 

Columns feature on the address when it was all together, and we separated them based on the 
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commas. Then we created some extra columns for them to paste them into. We capitalize 

everything in the state with the UPPER function. For the zip code, we just changed the format 

so that it's the special built-in zip code format in Excel. 

For the city, we just use the PROPER function. We also removed the extra spaces from the city 

and state with the TRIM function. 

[09:57] 

And then for the street address, we just applied the PROPER function and did a find and replace 

to handle the directions: the southwest, southeast, northwest, and northeast. That's it for this 

lesson. You should now have a better idea of how these text functions work and how you can 

use them in real life to clean up data. Coming up next, we will get into custom number formats 

in Excel and you will see how to use them in financial models. 
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